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Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal, 20 (95) 1970, Praha 

CENTRALLY SYMMETRIC HASSE DIAGRAMS 
OF FINITE MODULAR LATTICES 

BoHDAN ZELINKA, Libercc 

(Received February 5, 1969) 

In [3] a centrally symmetric graph, or 5-graph, is defined as an undirected graph 
without loops and multiple edges fulfilling the following conditions: 

(1) G contains at least one edge; 
(2) for each triplet {x, y, z} of its verticex such that дс{у^ z) = 1 we have QG{X, У) 4= 

(3) for each vertex x of G exactly one vertes x exists such that for each vertex w 
of a neighbourhood of 3c we have QG{X, ̂ ) > Qoi^^ ^)-

Here QG{^, b) denotes the distance of a and b in G. The vertices x and 3c are called 
opposite to each other. 

In [3] the following theorems are proved. 

(A) If for each chosen vertex x of G there exists a Jordan-Dedekind lattice such 
that its Hasse diagram (see [2], [4]) is isomorphic to G and its greatest element is x, 
then G is an S-graph. 

(B) / / G is an arbitrary S-graph and x is its vertex, then x = x. 

(C) If G is an arbitrary S-graph and d is its diameter, then arbitrary two opposite 
vertices and only such two vertices have the distance d. 

Further in [3] A. KOTZIG suggests to study such S-graphs which satisfy the assump
tion of (A). He conjectures that these graphs are C^, K^, K^, ... and Cartesian 
products of these graphs. This conjecture is expressed also in [1], among the unsolved 
problems. The symbol C^ denotes the graph consisting of exactly one edge and its end 
vertices, the symbol K^ denotes the circuit with n vertices. 

In this paper we shall study only S-graphs which satisfy the assumption of (A) so 
that the corresponding lattices are modular and finite. 

Theorem. Let L be a finite modular lattice with n atoms such that its Hasse diagram 
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is an S-graph. Then Lis a Boolean algebra and its Hasse diagram is the graph of 
the n-dimensional cube. 

Remark . The assumption of this theorem is more general than that of (A). On 
the other side, it is evident that the graph of an n-dimensional cube, because of its 
high degree of symmetry, satisfies not only the assumption of this theorem, but even 
the assumption of (A). 

This result does not contradict to Kotzig's conjecture, because the graph of the 
n-dimensional cube is the n-th. Cartesian power of the graph C^. 

Before proving Theorem we shall state some lemmas. 
By d[x) the dimension function on Lis denoted. 

Lemma 1. Let Lbe a finite modular lattice whose Hasse diagram is an S-graph. 
Then for each a e Lwe have aAä = 0,avä==L 

Remark . We do not distinguish the elements of Land the vertices of the Hasse 
diagram of L. 

Proof. Assume that a A ä = b >- 0. Then there exists a saturated chain C^ of the 
length d{a) — d{b) in L whose least element is b and greatest element is a and a saturat
ed chain С2 of the length d{a) — d[b) in L whose least element is b and greatest 
element is ä. In the Hasse diagram of Ltwo elementary paths of the same lengths 
correspond to these chains. The union of these paths is a path joining a and ä of the 
length / = d{a) + d{a) — 2d{b). As L is modular, we have d{a) + d{â) = d{a л ä) + 
+ d(a V ä) = d{b) + d{a v ä), so / = d{a va) — d[b). Asava ^ / , we have d{a v ä) ^ 
g d{l) = d{L), and as b > 0, we have d{b) > d{0) = 0. This implies / < d{L) 
which is a contradiction because the diameter of the Hasse diagram of Lis evidently 
J ( L ) . SO we have proved a A ä = O. The proof of a v ä = / is dual. 

Lemma 2. Let G be the Hasse diagram of a finite modular lattice L. Let a, b be 
two of its vertices (and at the same time elements of L) and let PQ be an elementary 
path of the minimal length I joining a e Land b e L. Then there exists a path P' 
of the length I joining a and b so that P' = P^ и P2 where P[ and P2 are Hasse 
diagrams of two chains C^ and C2 in L, the least element of C^ or C2 is a or b respec
tively; the chains C^ and C2 have a common greatest element which is their only 
common element. 

Proof. As Lis a modular lattice, there exists a dimension function d{x) on Lsuch 
that J(x) + d{y) = d{x A y) + d{x v 3;)for arbitrary x and у of L. If two elements x 
and у of L are joined by an edge in G, then either d{y) = d{x) + 1 or d(y) = d{x) — 1. 
If P is an elementary path in the Hasse diagram of L, we denote by D(P) the sum 
oîd{x) for all vertices x of the path P. Now let PQ be an elementary path of the length / 
joining a Sind b in the Hasse diagram of L. Let PQ contain three elements x, y, z such 
that xy Sind yz are the edges of PQ and d{x) = d{z), d{y) = d{x) — 1. Then x and z 
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cover } \ so y = X A z and, as L is modular, x v z covers x and z. Denote x w z = t. 
Omit the vertex y and the edges xy and j z from PQ and substitute them by the vertex t 
and the edges xt and fz. We obtain a path P^ again of the length / joining a and b. 
We have D(P^) = D(PQ) + 2. We continue this process and obtain a sequence 
Po. Ply Ply ••• of the paths between a and Ь having all the same length / such that 
D(^Pi) increases. As D^P^) increases, no path can occur in the sequence more than 
once. As Lis finite, such a sequence can have only a finite number of elements. Thus 
the last path P' in the sequence is a path in which no element (vertex) is covered by 
two other vertices of the path. Such a path must be a path described in the assertion 
of the lemma. As all paths of the sequence have the length /, also P ' has this length. 

Lemma 3. Let Lbe a finite modular lattice whose Hasse diagram is an S-graph. 
If a e L/b e L, b ф ä, then either avb^loraAby^O. 

Proof. As Ь Ф ä, the distance between a and b in the Hasse diagram of Lis less 
than d(L). Let P be a shortest elementary path between a and b, let / be its length. 
According to Lemma 2 there exists a path P ' of the length / between a and b such 
that P ' = Pi u P2 where P[ and P2 are Hasse diagrams of two saturated chains C^ 
and C2 in L, the least element of C^ or C2 is a or fe respectively, the chains Cj 
and C2 have a common greatest element which is their only common element. Let 
this element be denoted by c. The length of C^ is d(c) — d{a), the length of C2 is 
d{c) - d{b). Thus the length of P' (and also of P) is / - 2 d{c) - d{a) - d{b). As 
/ < d{L), we have 2 d{c) — d{a) — d{b) < d{L). Assume that a A b = O, Then 
d{a) + d{b) = d{a A b) + d{a v b) = d{0) + d{a v b) == d(a v b). So we have 
2 d[c) < d{L) + d(a v b). The element с is greater than both a and b, so c^ a v b 
and d(c) ^ d{a v b). Thus 2 d(a v b) g 2 d{c) < d(L) + d{a v b), from which 
d{a V b) < d[L) follows and, as d(L) = d{l), we have avb<I. So aAb = 0 
imphes a v b -< I, q.e.d. 

P r o o f o f T h e o r e m . I f a e L , then according to Lemma 1 there exists at least one 
complement of a, the opposite element ä, and according to Lemma 3 no other com
plement of a exists. So L is a uniquely complementary modular lattice. According to 
[4], p. 125, the lattice L is distributive. As L is distributive and uniquely complementa
ry, it is a Boolean algebra. As it is well-known, the Hasse diagram of the finite Boolean 
algebra with n atoms is the graph of the n-dimensional cube. 
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